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Ritual Items &
Spell Supplies

Ankh 3 1/2” x 6 1/2” brass
Ankh brass 2 3/8” x4 “
Made of solid brass, this
A celebrated mystical symankh is an ancient Egyptian
bol, the ankh is the ancient
symbol of eternal life, and
symbol of eternal life. In
has come to be a symbol
modern times, the ankh has
for wholeness, vitality, and
become a symbol of wholehealth.
ness, vitality, and health to
many.

$8.95

$5.95

FANKL

FANKS

Church Resin Kit
4oz 4 Thieves Vinegar
Adam & Eve Roots/pair
Used within magical rites,
Intended to be used in healUse the Adam and Eve
religious worship, and
ing magick, or in keeping
roots to keep lovers true
otherwise treasured for
enemies and undesirable
and faithful, or to bring love
their wonderful fragrance,
people out of your life. Use
and marriage to you.
Frankincense, Myrrh, and
for reversing magic too. The
Copal have been burned for
mix will separate, so shake
thousands of years.
well before using. 4oz

$15.95
Alligator Claw

Kept in your pocket, purse,
or mojo bag as a token of
good luck, this Alligator
claw is particularly useful if
you are going to be gambling, or playing games of
chance.

$5.95
Bat Heart

Bat’s Head Root, bearing an
uncanny resemblance to the
head of a bat, is said to be of
great use in obtaining your
wishes.

$2.95

RALLC

RBLACE

The Cat-O-Nine Tails, or
scourge, is a tool popularly
used within some varieties
of Wicca and within occult
practice as a symbol of
authority, or sacrifice and
suffering. 21”. WARNING:

$7.95

$8.95

RBATH

A potent magical charm, the
black cat eye is a magically
treated root used as a good
luck charm. It is most often
used to help in gambling,
business, or winning love.

$9.95
Cat-O-Nine Tails

Bats Head Root

$3.95

R4TV
Bat Eye

RCAT

1 oz Black Salt

Black salt is a powerful
ritual component used in
removing jinxes and in
keeping away evil forces or
bad neighbors.

$2.95

RBLAS

1 Lb Black Salt

RBATE

This magically treated root,
known as a Black Cat Bone,
is a powerful addition to
spellwork involving fast
luck, success, or business.

$7.95

RBDES

RADAR

The charm of a Bat Eye is a
powerful source of protection against evil forces and
harm. Use it in your rituals
to ward off curses, evil
magic, and hexes.

$8.95

RBAT

Negro Destructor(black destroyer)
Black Cat Bone
Bat Heart Root is said to
Of potent use in protecting
attract good luck for games
against all manner of negaof chance. Not a real bat’s
tive energy, Black Destroyer
heart, no bats were harmed.
Oil can be used in rituals
to destroy curses, hatred,
resentments, envy, and evil
intention.

$7.95
Black Cat Eye

$5.95

IKCHU

RBLAC

Black salt is a powerful
ritual component used in
removing jinxes and in
keeping away evil forces or
bad neighbors.

$12.95

RBLASB

Cobra Black Snake Pellets
Coffin Nails (Set of 5)
Bring the power of the CoCoffin nails are widely
bra into your magick to help
known for their ability to
protect your home or famadd to the potency of your
ily with these black snake
magic, particularly curses.
pellets, perfect for spiritual
They can aid within your
healing, cleansings, and jinx
most powerful crafts. You
removing.
will receive five individual

$4.95

RCOB

$1.95

RCOFN

Cowrie Shells 18pcs
1 Lb Cowrie Shells
Dead Sea Salt 2#
These cowrie shells are a
These cowrie shells are a
The salts from the Dead Sea
great symbol of the sea,
great symbol of the sea, and
have been known for their
creation, and the feminine.
are a wonderful aid in crehealing properties since the
They are a wonderful aid in
ative and mystical crafts.
days of the Ancients, and
creative and mystical crafts.
now you too can use them
For Santeria: Orishas each
within your bath waters
own 18 cowrie - Diloggun,
and ritual washes.

$4.95

RCOWS

$18.95

RCOWSB

$19.95

RDEAS
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4oz Floor Sweep High John
1 Lb Floor Sweep High John
Graveyard Dirt 1oz
Sprinkle a little of this High
Sprinkle a little of this High
This iconic graveyard dirt
John Floor Sweep on the
John Floor Sweep on the
is a powerful symbolic tool,
floor and sweep it up in the
floor and sweep it up in the
used to form a link with
morning to help bring good
morning to help bring good
ancestors and spirits of the
luck, protection, and even
luck, protection, and even
dead for spirits of proteclove into your life.
love into your life.
tion, curses, and compelling
love spells.

$3.95

$12.95

RFHIG

$10.95
used Horseshoe

Genuine Used Horseshoe,
used as a good luck charm
or a paperweight. Sizes and
condition will vary greatly.

$3.95

$6.95

$1.95

RPINS

$29.95
Lighting stick

RRICATT

RLIG

Alchemy Palmistry Hand
Small enough to lie flat on
A wonderful tool for
your desk (has 4 cushion
magical study, the Alchemy
tabs to protect from scratchPalmistry Hand depicts a
es) also comes with a small
human hand as though it
guide book, this palmistry
were taken from a corpse.
hand resembles the tools
Cold cast resin: 10 1/2” x 5”
of old used to help learn to
x 3 1.2”

$16.95

$44.95

RP000

$1.05
1 Lb Pink Salt

$4.95

RPEGG

RP916

RPGOO

Porcupine Quill Pen
A wonderful addition to
Made from a porcupine
spiritual and ritual circles.
quill, this dip pen is the
Some use this for love, marperfect tool for your rituals
riage, reunion, new hope,
and spells involving ink and
healing, and bright journey.
parchment.

$11.95

$7.95

RPINSB

1oz Attraction rice
1oz Happiness rice
1oz Money rice
Rice resonates with the
Rice resonates with the
energy of the earth element
energy of the earth element
and the sun. It is feminine in
and the sun. It is feminine in
nature. In Asia, rice spirits
nature. In Asia, rice spirits
are honored as mother-type
are honored as mother-type
entities. This red rice is a
entities. This yellow rice is
powerful addition to any
a powerful addition to any

$3.95

These wooden lighting
sticks are a great tool that
will help you prevent
burns and discomfort when
lighting candles in tall jars
or other difficult to reach
places.

$0.50

RJOBT

RH711

Eggshell Ritual pwd
1oz Goofer’s Dust
Representing life and birth,
Goofer’s Dust is most
commonly used to create
well known to the hoodoo
spells of protection. Eggpractice, where it is used
shell ritual powder (Cascara
in powerful curses against
or Cascarilla) is a great adyour enemies.
dition to your ritual crafts.
Sometimes called peace

RPATL

A wonderful addition to
spiritual and ritual circles.
Some use this for love, marriage, reunion, new hope,
healing, and bright journey.

RGRA

6” Phrenology Head
This antiqued human head
has distressed words,
symbols and mapped areas
relating to the pseudoscience of Phrenology.

RH281

Job’s Tears are seeds that
have been known for their
powerful assistance in Wish
magic, particularly within
the hoodoo spiritual tradition.

$3.95
Palmistry Hand

RLUC

Patchouli Love Root envelope
Genuine Patchouli love
root. Carry pieces of this
root in a red flannel bag
with a rose quartz to keep
your love strong.

Pink Salt 1oz

Job’s Tears

RHORU

Lucky Hand Root
This somewhat rare herb
has a reputation within
magical tradition for bringing good luck and protecting its own from harm.

$4.95

$49.95

RGRAB

$2.95

RFHIGB

Graveyard Dirt 1 lb
8” Phrenology Head
This iconic graveyard dirt
This antiqued human head
is a powerful symbolic tool,
has distressed words,
used to form a link with
symbols and mapped areas
ancestors and spirits of the
relating to the pseudoscidead for spirits of protecence of Phrenology. 8” x 6”
tion, curses, and compelling
x 5”.
love spells.

$3.95

RRICHAP

RPORQ

Rice resonates with the
energy of the earth element
and the sun. It is feminine in
nature. In Asia, rice spirits
are honored as mother-type
entities. This green rice is
a powerful addition to any

$3.95

RRICMON
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Rice resonates with the
energy of the earth element
and the sun. It is feminine in
nature. In Asia, rice spirits
are honored as mother-type
entities. This blue rice is a
powerful addition to any

$3.95
Scourge
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$17.95

RRICTRU

The scourge is widely used
as a symbol of authority
within ritual magic involving spirits and other such
entities. Real black leather
is wound around a wood
handle. 18” WARNING:

$4.95

Seal Set 6th/ 7th Books Moses
A collection of authentic
magic seals that are described within the 6th and
7th Books of Moses.

Shark Teeth

Seal of Solomon Pentacles Set
Swallow Heart
This set from Anna Riva
features the various Pentacles of Solomon, as well
as a pamphlet that includes
15 prayers and suggestions for use and care of the
Pentacles.

$17.95
Wolf’s Eye

The “wolf’s eye” is a
powerful addition to magic
intended to protect against
curses, spells, and negative
attention.

$16.95

Wolfs Heart

Gothic athame

Ritual Athames

$1.95

RSHAT

RSSMU

$0.40

RSWAH

RWAT

The good spirits will surely
protect you when you carry
a Wolf’s Heart in a green
bag with a pair of green
lodestones.

$12.95

RWOLE

RS839

smudge Hand Fan 6 1/2” x 3 1/2”
A small hand fan small
enough to pack away in
a travel altar and serve
all your smudging needs.
Made of dyed & woven
palm fronds. 6 1/2” x 3
1/2”

Water Buffalo Tooth
A powerful talisman used
These genuine water bufto help attract love, Swallow
falo teeth are a great aid
heart is traditionally carried
in magical devices and
in your purse, or pocket.
talismans intended to grant
Add it to your love spells
strength and stamina.
today!

$7.95

RSSOL

$32.95

RS6TH

Useful for a variety of
both decorative and ritual
purposes these shark teeth
are all unique and will add
their own personal energy
to your space. Sold individually - yours is chosen

$3.95

RSCU

Skull: Pentagram (Mystic)
Decorated with alchemical markings and mystic
symbols, this realistically
designed, cold cast-resin
statue each uniquely
sculpted into the image of
a human skull. May have

RWOLH

Gothic style athame with
silver toned hardware. This
athame adds a medieval feel
to your ritual and ceremonial magic. 9.5” - 5 1/2”
blade with plastic handle
and sheath.

$24.95

RA002

9” Horn athame

9” Horn boot knife with
sheath. WARNING: This
product can expose you to
chemicals which are known
to the State of California to
cause cancer or other reproductive harm. For more

$30.95

RA021HN

Stag Damascus athame
Bone Stag athame
Bone Damascus athame
A beautiful ritual tool, this
This beautiful ritual athame
A bone handled athame
athame blends the artistry
is made up of a Damascus
with a short Daascus blade.
of Damascus steel with
steel patterned blade and a
Length and handle shape
the natural quality of deer
polished stag horn tip hanwill vary. Bone, Damashorn as a beautifully crafted
dle. 8 1/2 “ - 3 1/4” blade.
cus Steel. Overall 8 1/2”
knife perfect for magical
WARNING: This product
Blade 3” WARNING: This
craft. 8 1/2” - 3 1/4” blade.
can expose you to chemicals
product can expose you to

$64.95

RA027

$64.95

RA028

$66.95

RA030

Rosewood Damascus athame
Dirk Wood Damascus athame
Black Renaissance athame
An impressive athame
An impressive athame
Featuring the delicate lines
with a wide flat blade and
styled after ancient Persian
and curves this athame
rosewood hilt. Rosewood,
design with a wooden
features a slender doubleDamascus Steel. Overall 12”
hilt, Damascus steel blade
edged blade and a black,
Blade 7 1/2”, blade must be
&amp; skull cracker with
faux-wood grip. (Can not
kept oiled to prevent rust.
pewter and brass embellishship to MA or CA) 10” - 5”
WARNING: This product
ments on the hilt. Comes
blade. WARNING: This

$113.95

RA076

$122.95

RA077

$27.95

RA105BK
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Bone Renaissance athame
Celtic athame
Featuring the delicate lines
and curves distinctive of
much art from the Renaissance, this athame features
a slender double-edged
blade and bone grip. Overall length 10” with 6” blade.

$29.95

A Celtic themed Athame
with an interwoven pentacle at the cross guard.
Comes with a scabbard and
finished in pewter. (Can not
ship to MA or CA) 15 1/4”
- 9” blade. WARNING: This

$29.95

RA105BO

Scottish athame 8 1/2”
A stunning example of a
Scottish dagger with stainless steel blade and pewter
lacework handle with manmade jewel. Stainless Steel,
Pewter, Resin. Blade 4 1/2”
Overall 8 1/2”

$37.95

RA110

RA136

Roman Black Handle athame
Ornate Greek athame
Eastern Dragon athame
Created in a Roman styling,
With its handle featuring a
The Eastern Dragon
this athame knife features
man sculpted in the Greek
Athame has an elegant apa wide, triangular stainless
style, this ornate Athame
pearance and is decorated
blade almost as wide as its
brings to life the imagery
with the image of a windbrass cross guard and pomof ancient Greece. (Can not
ing oriental dragon and a
mel, and has a carved spiral
ship to MA or CA) 8” - 4”
braided red tassel. (Can not
cut black wood handle
blade (stainless blade, brass
ship to MA or CA) 9 1/2” -

$22.95
Bosom athame

$20.95

RA152B

$31.95

RA176

RA181

Black Handled athame 9”
Necklace athame
This athame is distinctive
With a classically designed,
A discreet black and silver
for your ritual needs, while
stainless steel leaf-shaped
stainless steel athame with
remaining small enough
blade, this Athame has a
a black plastic sheath and
to be easily tucked away
black, faux-wood handle
a black beaded chain for
for storage. 5” - 3” blade.
that leaves it with the imwearing. (Can not ship
WARNING: This product
pression of being a huntsto MA or CA) 6” - 2 1/2”
can expose you to chemicals
man’s knife, and comes
blade. WARNING: This

$9.95

$14.95

RA235

$19.95

$19.95

RA392

$9.95

RA288

7 1/2” Bone athame
7 1/2” Horn athame
Bone Athame, with leather
Horn Athame, with leather
sheath having a safety snap
sheath having a safety
strap and belt loop holder.
snap strap and belt loop
The athame is 7 1/2” in
holder. The athame is 7
total length with a bone
1/2” in total length with a
handle having a hole on
horn handle with hole on
its end, and steel bolster.
its end, and steel bolster.

$14.95

RA394

Sgian Dubh Scottish athame
Black Medieval athame
Celtic athame
This small Sgian Athame
With a long blade, crufeatures a black molded,
ciform cross guard, and
plastic grip to make the
black hilt wrapped in a faux
athame light, a single edged
leather finish; this athame
blade, and a black sheath.
appears to be a medieval
Can not ship to MA or
sword in miniature. Cannot
CA. 6 3/4” - 3 1/2” blade.
ship to MA or CA. 14” - 9”

$12.95

$26.95

RA555

RA638

RA302

Dragon Head Necklace athame
A hidden athame blade
within a fierce dragon head.
Wear it around your neck
and keep the ferocity of a
dragon close to your heart.
With chain. (Can not ship to
MA or CA) 3 1/4” - 1 1/2”

RA427

A beautiful and powerful
athame with a lacework
Celtic Knot handle, double
edged blade and a faceted
jewel in the pommel. Made
from stainless steel. Cannot
ship to MA or CA. 9” - 4”

$43.95

RA645

Celtic Pentagram athame 12”
Egyptian Mummy athame set
Two Tone athame
A stunning Celtic themed
This set of two Athames
Decorated with elaborate
dagger with stainless steel
have a handle and pommel
scroll work in tones of silver
blade and pewter lacework
sculpted into the shape of a
and gold, this ritual athame
handle with manmade
mummy in Osiris pose, laid
seems to be inspired by mejewel. Stainless Steel,
to rest with crook and flail.
dieval Celtic design. Cannot
Pewter, Resin. Blade 6 3/4”
Comes with black leather
ship to MA or CA. 12 1/2”
Overall 12”
sheath holding both knives.
- 7 1/2” blade.

$55.95
Goddess athame

This athame displays a
winged goddess on its pewter sheath, which perfectly
accents the scrollwork and
goddess that compose the
athames ornate hilt. Cannot
ship to MA or CA. 13” - 8”

$42.95

$78.95

RA646

RA753

Herald’s athame

RA70D

$46.95

RA74DX

Slim Multi Colored athame
The Herald’s Athame feaSimple and traditional, this
tures an elaborate, engraved
athame offers a standard,
cross guard, a pommel
steel blade upon a stout
shaped as a knight’s helmet,
wooden handle, made of
and a decorative sheath.
multicolored wood set
Cannot ship to MA or CA.
against both sides of the
12” - 7 1/2” blade.
full tang. 7” - 3.5” blade.

$24.95

RA798

$13.95

RA822
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Fleur de lis Medieval athame
This beautiful athame is
patterned after a medieval
design with a Fleur de lis
pommel and additional
Fleur de lis decorations.
Cannot ship to MA or CA.
11 1/2” - 7 1/2” blade.

$27.95
9” Bone athame

RA835

A very popular bone
Athame. Great tool for any
practice. 9” long and made
with Buffalo bone.

$11.95

RABON

Two Piece Scottish Sgian athame
This fantastic set provides
two athames crafted in the
style of the Scottish Sgian
Dubh. Cannot ship to MA
or CA. 9 1/2” - 5” blade
&amp; 6 1/2” - 3 1/4”
blade. WARNING: This

$31.95

RA928

9” Acrylic athame
This unadorned athame has
been created entirely out a
solid piece of acrylic. 9” - 4
1/2” blade.

$11.95

RAACR

Pentagram athame
Pentagram athame
This athame makes for a
The perfect tool for directwonderful tool for spells
ing the energy of your next
and ritual magic, with both
ritual or spell with the
the ritual blade and the
added protective qualities
pentagram aiding you to
of the pentacle affixed to
channel and direct energy. 9
the blade. Faux antique
1/2” - 4 1/2” blade.
wooden handle. Cannot

$37.95

RAK06

$27.95

RAK09

Moon Phase athame
Rune Pentagram athame
Sword Pentagram athame
With a non-slip rubberized
This double edged ritual
A nice solid athame that is
grip, this ritual Athame
Athame is decorated with
stainless steal and with a
depicts moon phases, bringa pentagram, whose circle
wood grain design on the
ing their power further into
is etched in the Witches’
handle. Complete with a
your magic. Cannot ship
Runes. Hilt and pomel style
pentagram and sword on
to MA or CA. 9 1/2” - 5”
may vary and is chosen
the front. In a sheath.
blade.
at random from available

$37.95

RAK28

Oak Pentagram athame
A nice solid athame that is
stainless steal and with a
wood grain design on the
handle. Complete with a
pentagram and tree of life
adorning the front. 7 1/2”
and in a sheath.

$34.95

RAK36

$37.95

RAK31

$34.95

RAK34

Tree of Life athame
Deva Fairy Queen athame
Symbolic of the union of
This Athame features a
Heaven and Earth, this
classical design decorated
ritual athame features a
with a pewter fairy, which
pewter Tree of Life talisman
accents the base of the
affixed to the base of its
blade. Faux antique wooden
blade. Cannot ship to MA
handle. (Can not ship to
or CA. 9 1/2” - 5” blade.
MA or CA) 9” - 5” blade.

$37.95

RAK3T

$37.95

RAK401NB

Triquetra Pentagram athame
Hecate’s athame
Hecate’s Winged athame
Displaying a pentagram
Depicting a crescent moon
Featuring the symbol
with the three points of a
turned on its back to cradle
of Hecate just above its
Celtic triquetra at its center.
a pentagram, this Athame
winged cross guard, this
Cannot ship to MA or CA.
uses this time honored symritual Athame brings the
9” - 5” blade
bol of Hecate as a powerful
power of Hecate into your
source of magic. Cannot
ritual crafts. Cannot ship to
ship to MA or CA. 9 1/2” MA or CA. 9 1/2” - 5” blade

$37.95

RAK53

$37.95

RAK60

Celtic Full Moon Goddess athame
Celtic Wolf Head athame
This sleek athame blade
A nice solid athame that is
is high quality stainless
stainless steal and with a
steel with full length blade
wood grain design on the
through hilt. The applied
handle. Powerful wolf on
amulet is a Goddess on
the front of this one with a
a crescent moon. Use for
black faux gems for eyes. 9
circle casting or for any pur1/2” and in a sheath.

$39.95

RAKGC1

$37.95

RAKMA34

$37.95

RAK60NB

Rune Triquetra athame
A nice solid athame that is
stainless steal and with a
wood grain design on the
handle. Complete with a
triquetra within a circle of
the runic alphabet. 7 1/2”
and in a sheath.

$37.95

RAKMA4

Binding Rune Sword athame
Silver Handled Egyptian athame
6” Wood Handle athame
This two sided athame has
This double-edged, kriss
Featuring a simple design of
many features: pentagram
style athame features an
an unadorned wood handle
with sword amulet applied
Egyptian god - goddess
and stainless steel blade.
to blade, as well as a bind
motif as its hilt, with wings
Cannot ship to MA or CA.
rune on one side hilt with
and scarab as its hand
6” - 3” blade. WARNING:
light wood background
guard. No Edge - Cannot be
This product can expose
all in clear coat finish - the
sharpened. Stainless Steel,
you to chemicals which

$26.95

RAKNR1

$34.95

RAS11

$8.95

RATH6
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7” Wood Handle athame
9” Wood Handle athame
Engraved Silver Boot athame 6”
Featuring a simple design
Featuring a simple design of
This silver-toned coated
of an unadorned wood
an unadorned wood handle
Athame features a brilhandle and stainless steel
and stainless steel blade.
liant hilt engraved in floral
blade. Cannot ship to MA
Cannot ship to MA or CA.
patterns and comes with a
or CA. 7” - 3 1/2” blade.
9” - 5” blade. WARNING:
silver-toned sheath that can
WARNING: This product
This product can expose
clip to your belt. Cannot
can expose you to chemicals
you to chemicals which
ship to MA or CA. 6” - 3”

$9.95

$36.95

$11.95

RATH7

Scottish Pentagram athame 9 1/2”
This athame has been
decorated with the ornate
symbol of a pentagram,
making it powerful tool for
directing energy during
your ritual crafts. Cannot
ship to MA or CA. 9 1/2” -

$13.95

RATH9

RATHB

7” Triquetra Acrylic athame
7” Pentagram Acrylic athame
The acrylic version of the
The acrylic version of the
popular bone athame.
popular bone athame.
Carved Triquetra symbol at
Carved Pentagram symbol
the top of both sides makes
at the top of both sides
this a great tool for your
makes this a great tool for
practice. 7”
your practice. 7”

$7.95

RATHS

$7.95

RATM1C

RATM1P

7” Triple Moon Acrylic athame
9” Triquetra Acrylic athame
9” Pentagram Acrylic athame
The acrylic version of the
The acrylic version of the
The acrylic version of the
popular bone athame.
popular bone athame.
popular bone athame.
Carved Triple Moon symbol
Carved Triquetra symbol at
Carved Triquetra symbol at
at the top of both sides
the top of both sides makes
the top of both sides makes
makes this a great tool for
this a great tool for your
this a great tool for your
your practice. 7”
practice. 9”
practice. 9”

$7.95

$12.95

RATM1T

9” Triple Moon Acrylic athame
Medieval Boline
The acrylic version of the
popular bone athame.
Carved Triple Moon symbol
at the top of both sides
makes this a great tool for
your practice. 9”

$12.95
Boline 10”

Handcrafted of stainless
steel and featuring a bone
handle the Boline is the
traditional Druidic implements used to harvest magical herbs. It comes with a
black leather sheath. 10”

$32.95

RBOL

Boline 4”

$20.95

RB866

RF885

Celtic Sword Letter Opener
This letter opener takes
the form of a cruciform
sword, decorated with
knots of a Celtic design and
a hilt shaped into a winged
dragon. 5 1/4”. Made in
USA.

$7.95

RB867

Boline 7” white bone
A folding boline with a safePerfect for the druid on
ty locking blade. Wooden
the go, this folding, mini
handle covers for comfort
boline provides you with a
and a stainless steel blade.
ritual tool that can easily be
4” folded. WARNING: This
stowed away or even used
product can expose you to
for more mundane tasks
chemicals which are known
when camping. Opens to 7”

$12.95

$17.95

RBOL600

3 piece Feasting set
Winged Dragon Letter Opener 5 1/2”
Lord’s Sword
A 3 piece eating set made
With a dragon’s head, neck
from carbon steel in a meand wings forming the
dieval style suitable for use
cross guard and handle, this
or display. 6” and comes
sword-shaped letter opener
with a holder. Set may have
is an absolute delight. 3”
oil on it and in bag, used to
blade - 5 1/2”. Made in
protect it and may need to
USA.

$42.95

RATM2P

8” Medieval Boline
A medieval styled boline
A medieval styled boline
made from wrought iron.
made from wrought iron
7 1/2” WARNING: This
featuring a twist design
product can expose you to
decorative handle. This all
chemicals which are known
metal creation can hold
to the State of California to
an edge and is strong and
cause cancer or other reusable not just a historic

$20.95

RATM2T

$12.95

RATM2C

$8.95

RLWDR

RBOLM

This ornate athame is a
wonderful, lightweight tool
for rituals and ceremonies,
decorated with knightly
and Celtic imagery. Cannot ship to MA or CA. 18”
WARNING: This product

$44.95

RS868

Ritual Smoke
blends

RSCEL
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4 Winds Blend 3/4oz
1 Lb 4 Winds Blend
Smoker’s Aid 3/4 oz
A non-tobacco ritual blend,
A non-tobacco ritual blend,
Smoker’s Aid is a nonFour Winds Smoking Blend
Four Winds Smoking Blend
tobacco ritual blend created
is created using Coltsfoot,
is created using Coltsfoot,
to help reduce coughing,
Mullein, Mugwort in a
Mullein, Mugwort in a
repair lung tissue, and help
blend especially crafted for
blend especially crafted for
with weight control. Blend
wisdom, visions, protection,
wisdom, visions, protection,
includes: Dandelion, Nettle,
courage, psychic strength,
courage, psychic strength,
Mullen, Coltsfoot, Damiana

$4.95

R4WI

$28.95

R4WIB

1 Lb Smoker’s Aid
Smoker’s Aid is a nontobacco ritual blend created
to help reduce coughing,
repair lung tissue, and help
with weight control. Blend
includes: Dandelion, Nettle,
Mullen, Coltsfoot, Damiana

$29.95

RSMO

Herbal Mixes

RSMOB

Attract Love spell mix
1 Lb Attract Love spell mix
Our Attract Love spell mix
Our Attract Love spell mix
is intended to bring love
is intended to bring love
into your life, or help the
into your life, or help the
one that you desire fall
one that you desire fall
for you. Use on charcoal
for you. Use on charcoal
to burn, add to your bath,
to burn, add to your bath,
potpourri or mojo bag. In a
potpourri or mojo bag.

$2.95

$4.95

RMATT

$27.95

RMATTB

Banishing spell mix
A mix created of carefully
chosen herbs, the Banishing
spell mix from AzureGreen
is intended to empower you
banishing rituals and help
you get rid of negative energies, spirits, and influences.

$2.95

RMBAN

1 Lb Banishing spell mix
Empowerment spell mix
1 Lb Empowerment spell mix
A mix created of carefully
Empower your magick
Empower your magick
chosen herbs, the Banishing
and improve all of your
and improve all of your
spell mix from AzureGreen
rituals and spells with the
rituals and spells with the
is intended to empower you
Empowerment herbal spell
Empowerment herbal spell
banishing rituals and help
mix, which has been created
mix, which has been created
you get rid of negative enerspecifically with herbs that
specifically with herbs that
gies, spirits, and influences.
lend power to magic.
lend power to magic.

$14.95

RMBANB

$2.95

RMEMP

$22.95

RMEMPB

Healing spell mix
1 Lb Healing spell mix
Protection spell mix
AzureGreen’s Healing spell
AzureGreen’s Healing spell
A mix created of carefully
mix has been chosen from
mix has been chosen from
chosen herbs, the Protection
the finest herbs to help emthe finest herbs to help emspell mix from AzureGreen
power your healing rituals,
power your healing rituals,
is intended to aid in your
offering spiritual mending,
offering spiritual mending,
Protection spells.
emotional healing, and a
emotional healing, and a
boost to modern medicine.
boost to modern medicine.

$2.95

RMHEA

$16.95

RMHEAB

$2.95

RMPROT

1 Lb Protection spell mix
Purification spell mix
1 Lb Purification spell mix
A mix created of carefully
This blend of herbs from
This blend of herbs from
chosen herbs, the Protection
AzureGreen is specifically
AzureGreen is specifically
spell mix from AzureGreen
intended to lend power to
intended to lend power to
is intended to aid in your
your spells and rituals, paryour spells and rituals, parProtection spells.
ticularly those that involve
ticularly those that involve
consecration and purificaconsecration and purification.
tion.

$32.95

RMPROTB

$2.95

RMPUR

$12.95

RMPURB

Quick Money spell mix
1 Lb Quick Money spell mix
Releasing spell mix
Blended of a mix of herbs
Blended of a mix of herbs
Let go of bad habits, addicchosen for specifically to
chosen for specifically to
tions, negative relationships
aid and empower spells of
aid and empower spells of
and influences with the aid
money drawing and good
money drawing and good
of our Releasing spell mix.
fortune, this spell mix is infortune, this spell mix is intended to aid Quick Money
tended to aid Quick Money
spells.
spells.

$2.95

RMQUI

$26.95

RMQUIB

$2.95

RMREL
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1 Lb Releasing spell mix
Wishing spell mix
1 Lb Wishing spell mix
Let go of bad habits, addicBlended of carefully chosen
Blended of carefully chosen
tions, negative relationships
herbs chosen for their abilherbs chosen for their abiland influences with the aid
ity to empower your Wish
ity to empower your Wish
of our Releasing spell mix.
magick, this spell mix is a
magick, this spell mix is a
fantastic way to help your
fantastic way to help your
wishes come true with a
wishes come true with a
little touch of magic.
little touch of magic.

$19.95

RMRELB

Anti Stress pocket spellbottle
Carry our spell bottle with
you always to aid, and
guide you on lifes journey.
A specialy selected combination of stones and herbs,
are contained in this sealed
glass spell bottle to help in

$5.95

RPSANT

Happiness Pocket Spellbottle
Carry our spell bottle with
you always to aid, and
guide you on lifes journey.
A specialy selected combination of herbs, are contained in this sealed glass
spell bottle to help in you

$5.95

RPSHAP

$2.95

RMWIS

Courage Pocket Spellbottle
Carry our spell bottle with
you always to aid, and
guide you on lifes journey.
A specialy selected combination of herbs, are contained in this sealed glass
spell bottle to help in you

$5.95

RPSCOU

Protection Pocket spellbottle
Carry our spell bottle with
you always to aid, and
guide you on lifes journey.
A specialy selected combination of herbs, are contained in this sealed glass
spell bottle to help in you

$5.95

RPSPRT

Ritual Kits

$15.95

RMWISB

Follow Me Pocket spellbottle
Carry our spell bottle with
you always to aid, and
guide you on lifes journey.
A specialy selected combination of herbs, are contained in this sealed glass
spell bottle to help in you

$5.95

RPSFOL

Romance Pocket Spellbottle
Carry our spell bottle with
you always to aid, and
guide you on lifes journey.
A specialy selected combination of herbs, are contained in this sealed glass
spell bottle to help in you

$5.95

RPSROM

Church Resin Kit
Used within magical rites,
religious worship, and
otherwise treasured for
their wonderful fragrance,
Frankincense, Myrrh, and
Copal have been burned for
thousands of years.

$15.95

IKCHU

Attract Lover Boxed ritual kit
Banishing Boxed ritual kit
New Beginnings Boxed ritual kit
This Attract Lover boxed
This boxed ritual kit proThe New Beginnings boxed
ritual kit will walk you step
vides you with all of the
ritual kit is a powerful tool
by step through the process
tools and instruction you
for ridding yourself of the
of casting a ritual love spell
need to work a powerful
negativity of the past and
that will bring all of the love
Banishing ritual. Use it to
finding a fresh, positive
and desire you offer back
banish the negative energies
start.
to you.
and spirits that plague you.

$23.95

RBKATTL

$23.95

RBKBAN

$23.95

RBKBEG

Centering Boxed ritual kit
Empowerment Boxed ritual kit
Enhance Your Love Life Boxed
Whether you’re just feeling
Ritual kit contains 1 each of
Intended to inspire passiona bit off or looking to create
the following: roll of charate lust and sexual desire,
a bit of order and harmony
coal, Empowerment candle,
the Enhance Your Love Life
in your life, the Centering
Purification Spell Mix,
boxed ritual kit is a powerboxed ritual kit provides
Empowerment Spell Mix,
ful aid in bringing spice and
you with all you need to
Muslin & Velveteen bags,
fire into your life.
find your center.
Power Triangle Amulet,

$23.95

RBKCEN

$23.95

RBKEMP

$23.95

RBKENH

Find Your Place Boxed ritual kit
Get What You Want Boxed ritual kit
Glamour Boxed ritual kit
Explore where you fit withThe Get What You Want
The Glamour boxed ritual
in the world around you
boxed ritual kit is a powerkit provides you with the
as well as how to become
ful aid to all practitioners,
tools you need to work a
comfortable within your
providing the materials you
ritual that casts a glamour,
own skin, with the tools
need to work potent wish
creating an aura of mystery,
provided in the Find Your
magic to bring into your life
beauty, seduction, or whatPlace boxed ritual kit.
that which you desire.
ever else you can imagine.

$23.95

RBKFIN

$23.95

RBKGET

$23.95

RBKGLA
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Healing Boxed ritual kit
Hope Boxed ritual kit
Bring healing energies into
This Hope boxed Ritual Kit
your life with this boxed ritis intended to provide you
ual kit that provides all that
with the tools you need to
you need to work a healing
find a little Hope when it
ritual to bring wellness of
seems things are at their
body, mind and spirit.
worst.

$23.95

RBKHEA

$23.95

Get A Job Boxed ritual kit
Coming with all you need
to work ritual magic and
easy-to-understand instruction, the Get a Job boxed
ritual kit is intended to help
you find new job opportunities and help get you hired.

$23.95

RBKHOP

RBKJOB

Money Drawing Boxed ritual kit
Protection Ritual Box Kit
Releasing Boxed ritual kit
Containing all of the materiThis boxed ritual kit conLet go of the baggage and
als you need and easy-totains 1 each of the followburdens that affect your
follow instructions, this
ing: roll of charcoal, Protecmind, body and spirit with
boxed ritual kit is intended
tion candle, Purification
the help of the Releasing
to help you cast a Money
Spell Mix, Protection Spell
boxed ritual kit.
Drawing spell.
Mix, Muslin & Velveteen
bags, Protection from at-

$23.95

RBKMON

$23.95

$23.95

RBKPROT

RBKREL

Return To Sender Boxed ritual kit
Secret Desire Fulfilled Boxed ritual kit
Attract Soulmate Boxed ritual kit
Intended to provide protecBring that which you desire,
Intended to help you find
tion and return negative
mind, body and spirit, into
your other half, the Attract
energies and spells back to
your life with the powerSoulmate boxed ritual kit
their source, the Return to
ful wish magic the Secret
can help you find your
Sender ritual kit is easy to
Desire Fulfilled boxed ritual
soulmate and bring them
use with all the materials
kit guides you through.
into your life.
you need.

$23.95

RBKRET

$23.95

$23.95

RBKSEC

RBKSOU

Vision Boxed ritual kit
Win in Court Boxed ritual kit
Attract Lover ritual kit
Discover what the future
Whether you’re fighting
Bring the love you learn for
holds, see within yourself to
an uphill battle in the legal
into your life with this easy
discover paths to personal
systems or looking to have
to use and powerful Attract
growth, or otherwise find
a little extra help tipping
Lover Ritual Kit.
answers to the mysteries in
things in your favor, our
your life with the aid of the
Win in Court boxed ritual
Vision boxed ritual kit.
kit is an easy to use spell kit.

$23.95

RBKVIS

$23.95

$19.95

RBKWIN

RKATTL

Banishing ritual kit
New Beginnings ritual kit
Centering Ritual Kit
The Banishing Ritual kit has
The New Beginnings ritual
Easy to use, the Centering
been created to aid you in
kit provides you with all
Ritual Kit provides you
banishing negativity and
of the materials you need
with all of the tools you
negative influences from
to wash away the negative
need to balance your eneryour life, home and self.
energies of the past to create
gies and find your center,
a positive start.
helping to improve all facets
of your life.

$19.95

RKBAN

$19.95

$19.95

RKBEG

Empowerment Ritual Kit
Enhance Your Love Life Ritual Kit
Hope Ritual Kit
Ritual kit contains 1 each of
The Enhance Your Love Life
the following: roll of charRitual Kit has been put tocoal, Empowerment candle,
gether with the intention of
Purification Spell Mix,
using ritual magic to kindle
Empowerment Spell Mix,
a bit romance in your life.
Muslin & Velveteen bags,
Power Triangle Amulet,

$19.95

RKEMP

$19.95

RKENH

RKCEN

The Hope Ritual Kit is a
ritual kit crafted to provide
you with all of the implements and instructions
you need to kindle hope in
others when they are going
through a dark time.

$19.95

RKFHOP

Find Your Place Ritual Kit
Flow with Life Ritual Kit
Get What You Want Ritual Kit
Discover your place in
Discover the ease with
Easy to use, the Get What
the world and discover
which you can maneuver
You Want Ritual Kit has
renewed confidence and
through life’s trials with the
been created to aid you
personal growth through
Flow With Life Ritual Kit.
with powerful ritual magick
the aid and instruction prointended to help you bring
vided within the Find Your
that what you desire into
Place Ritual Kit.
your life.

$19.95

RKFIN

$19.95

RKFLO

$19.95

RKGET
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Glamour Ritual Kit
Use this ritual kit to invoke
the power of a Glamour,
or the legendary magick
known for being able to
help create an aura of appeal or distinction.

$19.95

RKGLA

Healing Ritual Kit
Get A Job Ritual Kit
Fill your life with potent,
This ritual kit has been spehealing energies with the
cifically crafted to provide
aid of the Healing Ritual
you with instructions and
Kit, which includes all of
components that will help
the components and intilt your job search a bit
structions you will need for
more in your favor.
your healing ritual.

$19.95

$19.95

RKHEA

RKJOB

Money Drawing Ritual Kit
Protection Ritual Kit
Releasing Ritual Kit
This handy ritual kit proRitual kit contains 1 each
Free yourself or the
vides all of the materials
of the following: roll of
vices, burdens, and other
and instruction you need to
charcoal, Protection candle,
weights that bind your
work a powerful ritual of
Purification Spell Mix, Prospirit through the use of the
money drawing and help
tection Spell Mix, Muslin
Releasing Ritual Kit, which
bring wealth and prosperity
& Velveteen bags, Proteccontains all of the necessary
into your life.
tion from attackers Amulet,
implements and instruction.

$19.95

RKMON

$19.95

$19.95

RKPROT

RKREL

Return To Sender Ritual Kit
Secret Desire Fulfilled Ritual Kit
Attract Soulmate Ritual Kit
The Return to Sender Ritual
Using a non-denominationFind your other half
Kit is intended to aid you in
al ritual, the Secret Desire
through the powerful aid of
preventing curses and other
Fulfilled Ritual Kit is inritual magic with the Attract
negative energies by returntended to aid you in achievSoulmate Ritual Kit, which
ing those spells back to the
ing that which you desire
includes all of the instrucones who cast them.
most and keep hidden,
tion and tools necessary to
perhaps even to yourself.
cast your spell.

$19.95
Vision Ritual Kit

RKRET

$19.95

$19.95

RKSEC

RKSOU

Feather Quill Writing kit
Win In Court Ritual Kit
Find clarity during meditaWriting Kit with 2 feather
Tip the scales of justice
tion or seek greater results
pens and ink . Each set is
in your favor when legal
from your divination with
sold with instructions for
matters loom ahead of you,
the aid of the Vision Ritual
cutting and preparation of
with the aid of the powerful
Kit, which provides all of
your feather writing tool .
spell that can be cast within
the tools you need to work a
Comes with 1 white feather
this Win in Court Ritual Kit.
powerful ritual of vision.
and 1 black. Bilingual in

$19.95

RKVIS

$21.95

$19.95

RKWFEAQ
Fools Gold 1#

Lodestones &
Magnetic Sand

This packet of Fool’s Gold
is quite useful in spells and
rituals of money drawing,
helping you bring prosperity to the home, business,
and your personal life. Sold
by weight not size.

$29.95
Lodestone Food 4oz
This lodestone food is
intended as an offering
to your lodestone to help
fuel your ritual magic and
charm bags, and ensure
continued good luck, prosperity, and healing.

$4.95

RLFOO

1 Lb Lodestone Food
This lodestone food is
intended as an offering
to your lodestone to help
fuel your ritual magic and
charm bags, and ensure
continued good luck, prosperity, and healing.

$12.95

RLFOOB

Lodestone Gold

RKWIN

RFOOGB

Lodestones have been
praised for their magical
qualities for centuries. This
gold toned lodestone is of
particular value in empowering money drawing spells
and other charms. You may

$3.95

RLGOL

1 Lb Lodestones Gold
Lodestone Green
1 Lb Lodestones Green
Lodestones have been
Work charms of protection,
Work charms of protection,
praised for their magical
good luck, and healing with
good luck, and healing with
qualities for centuries. This
the aid of this green lodethe aid of this green lodegold toned lodestone is of
stone which can be used to
stone which can be used to
particular value in empowempower gris gris and mojo
empower gris gris and mojo
ering money drawing spells
bags and otherwise help in
bags and otherwise help in
and other charms. Sold by
your spells. Sold by weight
your spells. Sold by weight

$28.95

RLGOLB

$3.95

RLGRE

$28.95

RLGREB
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Lodestone Natural
1 Lb Lodestones Natural
Lodestone Red
Lodestones, as natural
Lodestones, as natural
magnets, have been used
magnets, have been used
for centuries within magick
for centuries within magick
to attract positive forces
to attract positive forces
and repel bad luck. Sold by
and repel bad luck. Sold by
weight not size.
weight not size.

$3.95

$28.95

$26.95

RLNAT

1 Lb Lodestones Red
Help attract love and affection with the aid of a
red lodestone, which is
a powerful addition to
charms, spells, altars, and
mojo bags. Sold by weight
not size.

RLREDB

White Lodestone

Help attract love and affection with the aid of a
red lodestone, which is
a powerful addition to
charms, spells, altars, and
mojo bags. Sold by weight
not size.

$3.95

RLNATB

RLRED

1 Lb Lodestones White
Traditionally used to attract
These white lodestones are
love, money, and good
of great use in seeking mysluck, this white lodestone is
tical protection, as well as
also of great use in seeking
the traditional love, money,
mystical protection. Sold by
and good luck. Sold by
weight not size.
weight not size.

$3.95

$28.95

RLWHI

RLWHIB

Gold Magnetic Sand 4oz
Feed this Gold Magnetic
Sand to your lodestone to
empower your spells of
money drawing and success.

1 Lb Gold Magnetic Sand (Lodestone Food)
Feed this Gold Magnetic
Sand to your lodestone to
empower your spells of
money drawing and success.

Gold Magnetic Sand 1oz
Feed this Gold Magnetic
Sand to your lodestone to
empower your spells of
money drawing and success.

$4.95

$16.95

$1.95

RMAGS4

RMAGSB

RMGOL

Silver Magnetic Sand 1oz
Silver Magnetic Sand 4oz
1 Lb Magnetic Sand Silver
Also known as loadstone
Also known as loadstone
Also known as loadstone
food, this Silver Magfood, this Silver Magfood, this Silver Magnetic Sand is used to “feed”
netic Sand is used to “feed”
netic Sand is used to “feed”
lodestones as part of your
lodestones as part of your
lodestones as part of your
spellwork, charms, grisspellwork, charms, grisspellwork, charms, grisgris bags, and similar such
gris bags, and similar such
gris bags, and similar such
magic.
magic.
magic.

$2.95

RMSIL

$5.95

$13.95

RMSIL4
Black feather

Feathers

This black feather can be
trimmed as an old fashion
ink pen or used in smudging, and is great for all
varieties of magick. Made
with a turkey feather.

$1.95
Blue feather

This plain blue feather can
be quite useful within your
ritual magick. Use it by
itself as a fan for smudging rituals, or trim it down
to make a traditional pen
for use in written magick.

$1.95

RFBLU

Natural Gray Goose feather
This goose feather makes
for a wonderful, small dip
pen, it is perfect for written
magick and rituals. Colors: barred to solid cream.
Lengths vary. Sold individually.

$1.25

Green feather

Guinea Hen Wing feather
Peacock feather (pk of 10)
Pink feather
From the wing of a guinea
Representing the pure soul,
hen, this feather is marked
that can’t be corrupted, in
with a white, checkered
all it’s majestic beauty and
pattern. Of a small size, it is
natural intricate patterns,
useful for portable smudgcolors, and designs the peaing and is great for writing
cock feather is also believed
runes and seals.
to be adorned with the all

$0.95

RFGUI

$7.95

RFPEA10

RFBLA

This green feather is perfect
for trimming down and
using as a traditional pen or
otherwise using in smudging and other magical practices. Made with a turkey
feather.

$1.95

RFGOO

RMSILB

RFGRE

This pink feather is of great
use as a traditional pen for
inscribing love spells and
as a smudging tool used
for helping to mend broken
hearts. Made with a turkey
feather.

$1.95

RFPIN
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Dyed purple, this turkey
feather can be used in
smudging intended to
enhance psychic ability or
other powers of the mind or
trimmed as a traditional pen
for magical writing. Made

$1.95

Red feather

Of great value in love spells,
this red feather can be used
in smudging or trimmed
down and used as a traditional pen, or otherwise applied to your magical craft.
Made with a turkey feather.

$1.95

RFPUR

RFRED

Bronze Pre-tail Turkey feather
Bronze Turkey Tail feather
Useful for smudging or as
Perfect for your rituals,
a quill pen, this feather is of
spells and ceremonies,
great use in your magical
this turkey feather is great
crafts and spells, and is patboth as a quill pen and as a
terned with stripes.
smudging feather.

$2.50
White feather

$6.95

RFTPT

RFTTAI

This plain white feather can
be quite useful within your
ritual magick. Use it by
itself as a fan for smudging rituals, or trim it down
to make a traditional pen
for use in written magick.

$1.95

RIBAT

RIDEE

Espiritu’s Black ink from
AzureGreen is intended as
a potent magical ink to be
used in inscribing spells,
words of power, and signs
to empower your ritual
craft. 1 oz

$3.95

RFTZB

$5.95

RIBLA

RIGRE

1oz Dragon’s Blood ink
A 1 oz bottle of magical
ink purpose blended to
add power to any of your
writings, spells or ritual
petitions. This ink may also
be used to add the influence
of Dragon energy to your

$13.95

RICDRA

1oz Dove’s Blood ink
1oz Dragon’s Blood ink
Espiritu Dove’s Blood ink
Espiritu Dragon’s Blood
from AzureGreen is inink from AzureGreen is intended as a potent magical
tended as a potent magical
ink to be used in inscribing
ink to be used in inscribing
spells, words of powers,
spells, words of powers,
and signs to empower your
and signs to empower your
ritual craft. 1 oz
ritual craft. 1 oz

$5.95

RIDOV

1oz Money Green ink
2” x 2” Sheep Skin Parchment
Espiritu Money Green
This is a small square of
ink from AzureGreen is
genuine sheep skin parcha potent magical ink for
ment paper, just like what
inscribing spells, prosperity,
was once used in the books
words of powers, and signs
crafted by the ancients.
to empower your ritual
craft. 1 oz

$5.95

RFTH

RFWHI

1oz Deer Blood ink
Deer Blood is used to
empower your written
spellwork. This is not real
blood rather its a red tinted
ceremonial ink with made
with magickal ingredients.
1oz glass bottle.

$5.95

$3.95

8-14” Turkey feather
Large Turkey feather great
for all your smudging
needs. 8”-14” in length with
great patterns.

Parchment, Ink
& Writing kits

Bat’s Blood ink 1 oz
Black ink 1 oz
Espiritu Bat’s Blood ink
from AzureGreen is intended as a potent magical
ink to be used in inscribing
spells, words of powers,
and signs to empower your
ritual craft. 1 oz

$5.95

10-12” Smudging feather
Top quality Turkey feathers that have been dyed to
match the tail feathers of the
golden Eagle. Great large
feather to assist you in your
smudging ceremonies.

$9.95

RPAR22

$5.95

RIDRA

Parchment: 25pk 8 1/2x11 (65#)
More durable than ordinary
paper and imbued with a
pale cream color, this heavy
parchment pack is perfect
for the rigors of spellcraft.

$7.95

RPAR25

Parchment: 250pk 8 1/2x11 (65#)
3” x 4” Parchment Paper 12pk
Parchment: 5pk 8 1/2x11 (65#)
More durable than ordinary
Perfect for spells and rituals
More durable than ordinary
paper and imbued with a
using written word and
paper and imbued with a
pale cream color, this heavy
symbol, this parchment
pale cream color, this heavy
parchment pack is perfect
paper packet by Espiritu
parchment pack is perfect
for the rigors of spellcraft.
is a great addition to your
for the rigors of spellcraft.
magic craft. 3” x 4”

$57.95

RPAR250

$5.95

RPAR34

$2.95

RPAR5
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12pk ~2”x2 1/2” light parchment
This lightweight parchment-style paper is perfect
for your written magic. 2”
x 2 1/2”

$1.95

25pk 8 1/2”x11” light parchment
12pk 3”x4” light parchment
This lightweight parchThis lightweight parchment-style paper is perfect
ment-style paper is perfect
for your written magick,
for your written magick,
particularly when you wish
particularly when you wish
to bend, fold, or otherwise
to bend, fold, or otherwise
manipulate the paper
manipulate the paper
within your magic.
within your magic. 3” x 4”

$7.95

RPL22

$2.95

RPL25

RPL34

5pk 8 1/2”x11” light parchment
500pk 24# 8 1/2”x11” parchment
Bat’s Blood writing kit
This lightweight parchThis lightweight parchThe Bat’s Blood writing
ment-style paper is perfect
ment-style paper is perfect
kit comes with 5 sheets of
for your written magick,
for your written magick,
parchment, 1 feather to
particularly when you wish
particularly when you wish
fashion as a quill pen & 1
to bend, fold, or otherwise
to bend, fold, or otherwise
bottle of Bat’s Blood magimanipulate the paper
manipulate the paper
cal ink to create magic seals,
within your magic.
within your magic.
spells & petitions of curses,

$2.95

Dove’s Blood writing kit
The Dove’s Blood writing
kit comes with 5 sheets of
parchment, 1 feather to
fashion as a quill pen &
1 bottle of Dove’s Blood
magical ink to create magic
seals, spells & petitions of

$6.95

$129.95

RPL5

$6.95

RPL500

$6.95

RWDOV

$6.95

RWDRA

Fairy Dust &
Glitter

$7.50

$7.50

Use this silver glitter to
sprinkle in your ritual
crafts, helping to draw upon
the powers and properties
of the moon.

$3.95

$7.50

RDFAE

RG16SIL

Gold Glitter 1#

$33.95

RGGOLB

Ritual Powder

Silver Glitter 1 lb

RDANG

Sprinkle this gold glitter
during your ritual magic to
help surround yourself in
wealth and prosperity.

$3.95

RDPRO

Use this gold glitter in your
ritual crafts to help draw
money and prosperity into
your life or business.

RWKMON

Magic Dust Angel Light
Just a pinch of this magickal
dust can aid you in attracting the blessings, guidance,
and joy of an angel’s influence in your life.

Magic Dust Faerie
Magic Dust Prosperity
Gold Glitter 1oz
Add just a pinch and a
A pinch of this prospersprinkle of Faerie Magic
ity magic dust can help
dust to your magic crafts to
empower your rituals and
help bring the wonder and
blessings, helping you to atmagic of the Faerie Folk into
tract wealth and prosperity
your life.
in their many forms.

Silver Glitter 1oz

RWBAT

Dragon’s Blood writing kit
Money Drawing writing kit
The Dragon’s Blood writing
The Money Drawing writkit comes with 5 sheets of
ing kit comes with 5 sheets
parchment, 1 feather to
of parchment, 1 quill pen
fashion as a quill pen & 1
& 1 bottle of Money Green
bottle of Dragon’s Blood
magical ink to create magic
magical ink to create powerseals, spells & petitions of
ful & enhanced magic seals,
money, growth & fertility.

RG16GOL

Representing the Moon
and Goddess this silver
glitter will help you draw
down these powerful forces.
Comes in a plastic jar with
screw top lid with a flip
top shaker built in. Sold by

$33.95

RGSILB

Asafoetida pwd 1oz envelope
Asafoetida powder is sometimes called: “Incense of the
Devil” odorous gum burned
to force enemies away, also
believed to ward off evil
spirits and is used in exorcism rituals.

$7.95

RPASA1
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Eggshell Ritual pwd
Hot Foot ritual pwd
3/4oz Come to Me sachet pwd
Representing life and birth,
Used within the hoodoo
The use of sprinkling and
commonly used to create
magical tradition, Hot
blowing powders -- usually
spells of protection. EggFoot incense burning ritual
called sachet (pronounced
shell ritual powder (Cascara
powder, is intended to
“sashay”) powders -- has
or Cascarilla) is a great adcreate peace and prosperity
been a part of hoodoo pracdition to your ritual crafts.
by driving away unwanted
tice for a very long time. It
Sometimes called peace
people, influences, and
is likely that the use of such

$1.05

RPEGG

$4.95

RPHOT

$3.95

RPSCOMTM

3/4oz Fire of Love sachet pwd
3/4oz High John sachet pwd
3/4oz Love sachet pwd
The use of sprinkling and
The use of sprinkling and
The use of sprinkling and
blowing powders, usually
blowing powders, usually
blowing powders, usually
called sachet (pronounced
called sachet (pronounced
called sachet (pronounced
“sashay”) has been a part of
“sashay”) has been a part of
“sashay”) has been a part of
hoodoo practice for a very
hoodoo practice for a very
hoodoo practice for a very
long time. In the 19th and
long time. In the 19th and
long time. In the 19th and
20th centuries, there have
20th centuries, there have
20th centuries, there have

$3.95

RPSFIRL

$3.95

RPSHIJ

$3.95

RPSLOV

Ritual pwd Vesta 2oz
1 Lb Ritual pwd Vesta
Palo Santo pwd smudge 1/2oz
Vesta ritual powder is used
Vesta ritual powder is used
Palo Santo wood is a rosy
to honor Vesta, the Goddess
to honor Vesta, the Goddess
sweet-smelling wood also
of the hearth, the sacred
of the hearth, the sacred
know as Holy wood. The
fire, and maternity. Use it to
fire, and maternity. Use it to
powder will smolder for
honor her, and help drive
honor her, and help drive
several minutes once lit and
away evil spirits, energy,
away evil spirits, energy,
blown out.
and intention.
and intention.

$3.95

RPVES

$13.95

RPVESB

Magical
Wands
6” Selenite wand

$3.95

RSPALP5

4 1/2” Selenite wand
Twisted into a spiral, this
selenite has rounded tip at
both ends. The base uses
a different stone, to reflect
energy up the wand. It is
rounded at both ends use
for magic, or as massager

$25.95

GWSEL

White Selenite Wand
8 1/2” Ball & Chakra Stones wand
This selenite wand is a powThis selenite wand is a powThe carved design of this
erful aid in seeking mental
erful aid in seeking mental
wand is intricately detailed
clarity or in channeling
clarity or in channeling
and impressive. Flowers
energies, and can be used to
energies, and can be used to
and swirled designs create
aid in seeking contact with
aid in seeking contact with
the pattern of this wand.
spirits, angels, and other
spirits, angels, and other
Topped with a fuchsia colsuch entities. Size varies.
such entities. Varies in
ored ball sitting on a lotus

$5.95

GWSEL6

$4.95

GWSELW

$13.95

RW2897

9” Pentagram wand
9 1/4” Snake wand
6” 7 Chakra Amethyst healing wand
Enjoy the feel of this wand
This is a realistic stick wand
This amethyst chakra healwith all the grooves and
with a snake coiling up the
ing wand features seven
knots replicating a real tree.
branch, resting upon the top
colored stones, one for each
Bark is swirling up through
is a black ball. Snake spirit
of the chakras, running up
the base and creating a
represents healing and
it’s silver length which ends
branch hand that holds the
transformation within this
in a quartz tip.
pentagram. 3 carved gems
powerful piece.

$11.95
Willow wand 9”

RW2898

$13.95

RW2899

$49.95

RW7AME

Copper Healing wand 7”
3” Chakra Healing wand
A hand cut and smoother
This is a beautiful handThis small chakra healing
willow wand suitable for
crafted copper wand. It has
wand features seven colyour magical needs. Natural
a crystal ball on one end
ored stones, one for each of
product that will vary
and a clear crystal point on
the chakras, running up it’s
greatly in shape and wood
the other to help the transfer
silver length which ends in
tone. 9”
of healing energy. 7”.
a quartz tip.

$33.95

RW9WIL

$27.95

RWCOP

$20.95

RWMC
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Copper 7 Chakra 4 1/2”
8” Money Wand
Pagan Ash wand 14”
Featuring a copper shaft
Featuring gemstones on
The Pagan Ash wand is parapproximately 4 1/2”, this
either end with symbols of
ticularly useful in spells of
copper healing wand feawealth in its shaft, this is a
protection and healing. Lore
tures seven colored stones
powerful aid in channeling
holds that it is most useful
corresponding to each of the
energy for money spells.
against other sorcerers and
Chakras to aid in physiVarious metal decorations
conjurers. 14”
cal and spiritual healing.
& stones. Sold individually.

$20.95
Ebony wand 14”

RWMCOP

$24.95

$44.95

RWPE14

Rosewood wand 14”
Rosewood offers aid in
increasing the potency of
earth-related spells and
magic, especially when the
spell involves the woodlands or the energies of the
forest. 14”

$44.95

RWPR14

$44.95

$44.95

RWMOW

Lignum Vitae wand 14”
Carved by hand, each of
Lignum Vitae is durable
these solid ebony wands is a
and strong, and even sinks
powerful addition to ritual
in water. It is known for
magic, helping to direct
helping to preserve health,
magic for protection and
making it great for healing
amplify your magical enermagic. 14”
gies. 14”

RWPL14

Oak wand 14”

RWPAS14

Long held sacred for
strength and a door of the
Gods, by a variety of cultures throughout the world.
Oak is the perfect material
for a magical wand, and can
be used to help empower

$44.95

RWPOA14

Willow wand 14”
Ash wand 13-16”
A wood associated with
Ash wands are a useful
mysticism and magic for
tool for directing energy in
ages. Use willow to help
any ritual or spell setting.
in spells guarding against
All wands vary greatly
evil, love spells, healing, or
from one another. Some
in help in the conjuration of
are purely the work of
spirits. 14”. Comes in a nice
nature and some have been

$44.95

RWPWI14

$28.95

RWRA13

Maple wand 13-16”
5 1/2” Rose Quartz healing wand
5 1/2” Ruby Zoisite healing wand
Maple wands are a useful
This beautiful Rose Quartz
This solid peice of Ruby
tool for directing energy in
wand is filled with uncondiZoisite is made into one
any ritual or spell setting.
tional love and ready to do
powerful healing wand.
All wands vary greatly
some loving healing to you
Quartz crystal point on top
from one another. Some
or your environment. The
with a clear ball on the end.
are purely the work of
Quartz ball point will direct
Stones to represent each
nature and some have been
the energy to where it needs
chakra going up the front of

$28.95

RWRM13

$41.95

RWRQZ

$41.95

RWRUZ

Willow wand 13-16”
Healing wand 8”
Twisted RoseWood Healing wand 8”
Willow wands are a useful
A wand useful as an aid in
A wonderful twisted healtool for directing energy in
healing practices for directing wand capped at both
any ritual or spell setting.
ing beneficial energies. Silends with quartz crystal.
All wands vary greatly
ver plated brass, man made
Metal decoration may vary.
from one another. Some
& real gems, quartz. 8”
Jewel decoration may vary
are purely the work of
(including lack of). Shape
nature and some have been
will vary, about 8”

$28.95

RWRW13

$28.95

RWSIL

Long Magic wand 15”
These wooded magic wands
have been carved for use
within your spellcraft, with
no two being exactly alike,
each is unique and chosen
at random. 15” mango
wood.

$11.95

RWTWIW

Ritual & Offering
Bowls

RWW15

2 1/2” brass burner
3 3/4” ritual bowl
Small brass burner or ritual
A beautiful ritual bowl
bowl. Detailed engraved
made from carved and
ring around the top of this
polished horn. Please note
burner. Safe way to burn
that these are made from
your cone insence. A 2 1/2”
real horn and will not be
mouth and standing apperfectly round. 3 3/4” x 1
proximately 3/4”.
3/4” made from water buf-

$4.95

$28.95

IB11498

$10.95

RB333

5 1/4” ritual bowl
A beautiful ritual bowl
made from carved and
polished horn. Please note
that these are made from
real horn and will not be
perfectly round or identical.
Colors will range through

$12.95

RB334
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6” Pentagram ritual bowl
6” Oval ritual bowl
Wooden Ritual Bowl with Lid
A beautiful ritual bowl
Beautiful basin shaped oval
Decorated with a floral
made from carved and polbone ritual bowl with spiral
pattern, this lidded wooden
ished horn with a pentacle.
designs on the inside. 6”
bowl is a fantastic addition
Please note that these are
long and 1 1/4” tall made
to the altar or sacred space
made from real buffalo horn
from water buffalo horn in
as a beautiful vessel for
and will not be perfectly
India.
your offerings and ritual
round or identical. 6” x 1
crafts. 5” x 2” x 1 1/2”

$14.95

$9.95

$12.95

$10.95

$12.95

RBO3

RBCB3P

6” Triple Moon Offering Bowl
Large brass offering bowl
with four sets of triple
moon around the rim of
this bowl. Nice larger size
and with great details on
the edging of this bowl. 6”
x 2.75”

$26.95

RBCB3TOL

These beautiful green onyx
bowls can perfectly suit any
circumstance. They can be
used upon your altar, for
functional purposes on the
dinner table. They are approximately 3” in diameter,

RB337

$15.95

RB339

3” Pentagram Offering Bowl
3” Triple Moon Offering Bowl
This copper offering bowl
Sculpted of copper and achas been decorated with the
cented with brass, this offerbrass accent of a mystical
ing bowl displays the triple
symbol of the pentagram
moon in representation of
and is sized to easily fit any
the Goddess and the moon’s
altar or rest before any icon.
changing cycles.

RBCB2

3” Tree of life Offering Bowl
Sculpted of copper and
accented with brass, this
offering bowl displays the
tree of life.

3” Onyx bowl

$12.95

RB336

2” copper Offering Bowl
Hammered design with
rolled rim, this copper
offering bowl can be used
for any purpose or altar.
Fill with blessed water for
anointing or put any offering or special item within.

4” Onyx bowl

RBCB6TG

$12.95

RBCB3TG

2” Green Moss Agate Devotional Bowl
Beautiful small devotional
bowl created out of Moss
Agate. These bowls are
fantastic vessels for your
ritual offerings with no two
alike. 2” across the mouth of
this bowl.

$29.95

RBMS

2” Red Jasper Devotional Bowl
These beautiful green onyx
These bowls are fantastic
bowls can perfectly suit any
vessels for your ritual ofcircumstance. This dish can
ferings with no two alike.
be used upon your altar, or
Carved from Red Jasper
anywhere you need a place
with each having their own
to put your small items.
unique patterns. 2” diamThey are approximately 4”
eter and 1 3/4” sizes may

$12.95

RBO4

$29.95

RBRJ2

Pentagram Offering/Scrying Bowl 3”
3” x 3” Smudge pot
Scrying Bowl or smudge Pot 5”
Decorated with the engravThis classic heavy tin cup
Sculpted from natural soaping of a pentagram at the
has inner coating and has
stone, this bowl is a fancenter of the bowl’s interior,
a copper rustic finish with
tastic piece for your altar,
this silver-plated brass
soldered bottom, great as
perfectly suited for scrying
offering bowl also readily
a smudge pot for holding
or in use as a smudge pot.
functions as a great scrying
sage or even water or liquid
Colors may vary.
mirror. 3” x 4”
like on an early sailing

$26.95

RC441

$6.95

RSCSB

$19.95

RST5A

Scrying Bowl or smudge Pot 4”
5” Sphinx Pedestal Bowl
Sculpted of soapstone, this
Three Sphinxes sit upon
bowl makes for a wonderful
a pedestal with wings
smudge pot. Colors may
stretched out supporting
vary.
this ritual bowl. Adorned
with hieroglyphics along
the inside of the bowl, and
a finely detailed outer pat-

$19.95

RST5B

$79.95

SS050
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